Established Corners:

Section Corner 16/15 27/72 T3N R10W WM.

Original:
Post in Creek, from which
45" Cedar  N4°E 47-1/2°
33" Hemlock  N45°W 44°
30" Hemlock  S10°E 42°

Not Found
No evidence that anyone has ever found this corner, although all cedar stumps in vicinity have been chopped out. I conclude that the line north of 21/22 was never run.

Established Corner: By proportionate measurement E and west from 1/4s 16 to 15/14 22/25
and north and south from 9/10 to 21/22, which was computed at the intersection of two old line traces East from the 1/4s 21/28
and North from the 1/4s 28/27, both of which are generally accepted as being on the original section lines.

Set a 3/4" x 3/6" C1 pipe, from which
13" Hemlock  N51°41' E 512 ft scribed 322 E
18" Spruce  N89°44' W 54° " " 321 E

April 13, 1951

Running N84°47' W along the section line toward 1/4s 16 21

I find a line of blazes, probably cut by Markham and Callow.